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This book presents a Bibliography of Chinese Human being Studies, with commentary, analysis, tables, and
graphs by Jim West. This is arcana, buried, disconnected documentation.This bibliography includes over 50
studies of in utero fetal exposure, conducted in the modern era. These provide empirical proof ultrasound
hazards to humans. The analytic methods are sophisticated, far exceeding Western research.Consensus
Statement"Years ago, Western researchers had already found ultrasound hazards by way of animal studies,
however, they claimed these were unable to confirm these with individual studies, and struggling to conduct
human research due to abortion and human rights ethics. Human research were practically banned in the
Western realm. The medical market was not reporting any human harm, and thus, it had been assumed that
humans were resistant to ultrasound toxicity.For more books by Jim West see Author pageTheir conclusions
are stunning, with recommendations that ultrasound sessions should be completely avoided " We were
holding pushed aside by a huge continual flood of studies that promote ultrasound medical and therapeutic
innovations.Because of cultural and vocabulary gaps, and an apparent insufficient interest by industry to
promote these studies, these research have sat dormant, not discussed beyond China.The studies reside in
Chinese online databases in Chinese language. Some of these were roughly and partially translated by
machine software. Many are not obtainable through se's, except directly through the Chinese databases.
These represent a restricted period of new, optimistic research, circa 1988 to 2011.for an excellent
pregnancy"These guidelines reflect and confirm the U. Only if there are particular medical indications
should ultrasound become suggested, and at minimum amount intensity configurations.S., published in
1984.. A session should last only 3 minutes, five minutes at most. National Institute of Wellness "Presently,
both mainstream and the critics believe you can find few modern ultrasound studies. Multiple sessions
should be avoided.These studies were previously unknown to the Western realm and little known even in the
East.
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  How could the medical doctors and community go on giving increasingly more frequent, a lot more
powerful ultrasound exams when this proof exists? The other is you.! This book reveals that the biggest
body of proof on ultrasound protection is surprisingly human tests done in China. I’m amazed that this
hasn’t been a best seller, could it be a conflict of interest perhaps ?.The results: Diagnostic ultrasound is
found to be extremely damaging to the fetus. Actually very low power amounts and exposure times cause
cell loss of life and cell damage.Even before reading this reserve, I was convinced that prenatal ultrasound is
leading to the boom in autism and various other developmental disorders in kids (ADD, ADHD, etc). After
reading this book, any question I experienced about the damaging effects of ultrasound are gone.Jim West
does an excellent job of not only presenting the study, but providing a framework for understanding the
proceedings.Jim West does a wonderful job of not merely presenting the research This is a well written book
on a crucially important subject. Conflict of curiosity of the experts in this field explains a lot. The rates of
leading US specialists in ultrasound imaging (all MDs) all condition diagnostic ultrasound has not been
proven harmful (false statement), they worrying indicate even more research is needed, giving themselves a
more "out.BTW: my child is healthy and I assume, not suffering from the exposure.. It is an uphill combat,
but you can refuse, or at least limit, prenatal ultrasounds. very valuable overview of sources suppressed in
the west Detailed presentation of facts and the research within Chinese science databases. At long last,
credible science to handle another medical sacred cow! The research outline the circumstances under which
prenatal ultrasound is usually biologically damaging, and the reader is normally informed on the safety
boundaries because of its use.Get it! Five stars as he display us the human research needed . Highly
recommended.. Five stars as he display us the human research had a need to verify what we've been
wondering. This is a must read for anyone working with pregnant women! Thank you Jim! Opened my eyes
that the Chinese had been so far ahead on actually doing this science, yet little of their work comes in the
west. The studies on mice and rodents was more than enough to persuade me that prenatal ultrasound can be
definately not the harmless check promoted by the medical sector. Factual reserve no bs! I've an 18month
old boy that was subjected to multiple ultrasound events due to his being a risky pregnancy.? Earlier analysis
in the West cast significant doubts on the security of prenatal ultrasound and the Chinese research leave NO
DOUBT.. I only wish I had found out about this book before the pregnancy. it is dangerous. What additional
areas of technology have the Chinese researchers researched that I will not be able to find due to the ready
blindness of researchers to work that will not fit the western advertising a machines? I have, for a long time,
had my suspicions about ultrasound safety though I could not find materials to verify it. Quite the contrary,
all of the medical mainstream information gave glowing safety reviews.!! The sonographer and medical
staff, though polite, believed I was over-reacting and repeatedly reassured me of its protection.. I would have
created some waves to be sure..."If you or someone you like is pregnant, think before submitting to prenatal
ultrasounds. However. Be kind to yourself: pay the few dollars because of this publication, and protect your
unborn cherished one.Great book! You borrowed from it to yourself, your loved ones, and unborn kid to
accomplish as much analysis as possible whenever a Dr. This kind of research would be impossible to
conduct in the West because of ethical reasons I'd imagine, but I'm grateful it's been done, and even more
grateful Jim West has brought it to us. Mr West, perhaps the next publication could address the technology
that could address the question? No easy job I'm sure, especially when no one wants to create data that will
go counter to, or threatens, the economic viability of existing medical and Big Pharma stranglehold on
pseudo-scientific popular wellness consensus. Empirical Evidence. SACRED-COW EXPOSED! Highly
recommended. Must read Incredibly valuable information that main stream media neglects to talk about
around.. Must read!! Important Book on the subject of the Ignored Hazards of Ultrasounds There is clear
evidence that ultrasounds during pregnancy can change fetal tissues.Jim West dug up this impossible to find
evidence to make it obviously clear that people shouldnot be haphazardly using video ultrasounds when less
invasive technology can be used. wants to administer or prescribe something for you, or in my own case my



pregnant wife. Eye opening materials, that must definitely be seen by all. This is incredible information
thanks Jim W Wow!. Since the research were performed on ladies about to go through elective abortions,
the research have handles (no ultrasound), and different levels of ultrasound exposure, at standard power
amounts (or lower) for diagnostic imaging ultrasound...who understands , but also for one thing in case you
are pregnant or you know someone that is pregnant .This book is just one more damning indictment of
allopathic medicine ruled by short-term money gain, and covering up known hazards to the fitness of people.
Amazing info! No opinion just raw facts !Remain healthy and keep your baby and yourself healthy ! Prevent
damaging your baby!! I was quite insistent that the classes remain very focused and no "loitering" on
anybody anatomical location. I didn't know doppler was actually worse then ultra sound Everyone should be
reading this book that is thinking about having a baby or happens to be pregnant. What a shame we don't
have studies done within the US. I guess I know why after reading this book as nobody would use ultra
sound or doppler. I didn't understand doppler was actually worse then ultra audio. Shocking how bad these
scans are to the fetus cells - shame on this industry! Four Stars Sad but true! There are two sides to every
story. Needless to say, we left without performing a DUS and never returned. When my pregnant spouse
received her first ultrasounds, I quickly found reliable references (NIH's nationwide library of wellness) that
obviously showed that ultrasound is usually damaging to developing mammal brains. How do i be sure?
Revealing the real nature of our healthcare system Jim West exposes another facet of our healthcare program
that's doing more damage than good. The "standard of care" in contemporary medicine isn't worried about
the result of your wellbeing anymore; it stands for increased profits. The study Jim West transcribed from
China is empirical evidence, contrary to the long held belief that: "since it was not proven dangerous, it
should be safe". I almost sent a duplicate of this book to my wife's 1st OBGYN after he condescendingly
explained there was no risk with DUS. This is prior to scanning this book; but at the time with my wife 7
weeks pregnant, I felt very uneasy with a medical procedure for something that had not been a condition.
One side has a lot of cash. Take responsibility for your wellbeing, do research, do not be considered a victim
to conformation bias nor acknowledge authority for truth.
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